Thermodynamic effects of multiple protein conformations on stability and DNA binding.
The side-chain conformations of amino acids in the hydrophobic core are important for protein folding and function. A previous NMR study has shown that a mutant protein of transcriptional activator c-Myb, I155L/I181L R3, has multiple conformations and increased fluctuation in comparison with the wild type. To elucidate the quantitative correlation of structural fluctuation with stability and function, we analyzed the thermodynamic effects of I155L and I181L mutations, using R2R3 that encompasses the minimum specific DNA-binding region. Circular dichroism and differential scanning calorimetry measurements showed that the mutation of I155L had little effect on stability, while the I181L mutation significantly destabilized the protein. It is noteworthy that the decreased stability resulting from the I181L mutation was mainly due to decreased enthalpy change, which is partially compensated by decreased entropy change. Isothermal titration calorimetry measurements showed that the specific DNA-binding affinity was decreased owing to the I181L mutation, which was due to decreased binding entropy change. Entropy in the folded state, which corresponds to the DNA-free state, increases due to the I181L mutation because of the increased conformational fluctuation observed in I155L/I181L mutant of R2R3 by CLEANEX-PM NMR analysis, which in turn results in decreased folding entropy and DNA-binding entropy changes.